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Correspondence Courses form of education has always been there and is also referred to as
distance learning. In this form of education for imparting knowledge the study materials are send to
the students and they also receive lecture notes, lesson plans, textbooks and sets of problems from
the instructor who is away from them. The students on the other hand have to complete the
assignments given to them and send them back to the instructors. Then the instructors give them
grades on the assignments submitted by the students. Thus, this mode of education has really given
a new dimension to education and evolved as an alternative to the traditional formal education.

Moreover, introduction of computer application and internet in education have made
Correspondence Courses very easy and cost effective. Today, for pursuing a course through
correspondence all you need is a personal computer with internet connection and you are ready to
study. The students are not required to attend regular classes and nor do they have to read bulky
books. There are e-books on the internet for them to study. By pursuing courses through
correspondence the students can study from the comforts of their home and at a time when they
feel convenient.

Other than these courses you can also opt for MBA in South Africa. In present times MBA is the
most sought after course because an MBA degree helps in achieving a great job with a handsome
salary package and respectable positions in reputed business enterprises because the MBA course
develops management, leadership, decision making and other qualities in an individual which are
necessary for the success of a business. Moreover, employers always want to recruit candidates
who have an MBA degree rather than those who are simple graduates. This is so because it is
assumed that a candidate with an MBA degree will be more beneficial in resolving problems related
to day to day business activities more efficiently. Thus, an MBA degree enhances your marketability
in front of the employers.

MBA can be done in two ways: full time regular course and distance learning. You can opt for either
full time MBA or MBA in South Africa through distance learning  according to your preference
because there is no difference between them as educators and employers have started recognizing
distance learning courses equivalent to full time regular courses.   

Thus, Correspondence Courses as well as MBA in South Africa can help you in achieving bright
career prospects.
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